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Abstract
This talk explores the question of what does logic and specifically proof theory can tell us about the
fundamental hardness questions in computational complexity. We start with a brief description of
the main concepts behind bounded arithmetic which is a family of weak formal theories of arithmetic
that mirror in a precise manner the world of propositional proofs: if a statement of a given form is
provable in a given bounded arithmetic theory then the same statement is suitably translated to a
family of propositional formulas with short (polynomial-size) proofs in a corresponding propositional
proof system.

We will proceed to describe the motivations behind the study of bounded arithmetic theories,
their corresponding propositional proof systems, and how they relate to the fundamental complexity
class separations and circuit lower bounds questions in computational complexity. We provide
a collage of results and recent developments showing how bounded arithmetic and propositional
proof complexity form a cohesive framework in which both concrete combinatorial questions about
complexity as well as meta-mathematical questions about provability of statements of complexity
theory itself, are studied.

Specific topics we shall mention are: (i) The bounded reverse mathematics program [2]: studying
the weakest possible axiomatic assumptions that can prove important results in mathematics and
computing (cf. [8, 4]), and the correspondence between circuit classes and theories. (ii) The meta-
mathematics of computational complexity: what kind of reasoning power do we need in order to prove
major results in complexity theory itself, and applications to complexity lower bounds (cf. [6, 7]). (iii)
Proof complexity: the systematic treatment of propositional proofs as combinatorial and algebraic
objects and their algorithmic applications (cf. [1, 5, 3]).
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